An Exposé to Nature in

SCOTLAND

A Short Story of my Trip to Handa Island and
The Isle of Skye with David Brentin in 1998
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S

ince I arriving back in Sydney two days ago, I’ve been trying to cope with having the
computer set up on a kitchen bench while renovations of my den are completed. Sitting on a
kitchen stool is fine while watching a pot boil, but try it for hours on end in front of a computer
keyboard balanced on a kitchen drawer.
I haven’t written anything about the visit to Scotland so far, and I’m surprised how many friends
seem more interested in this part of the trip than anywhere else. Others of course are still getting over
David’s letter on our moose hunting expedition in Nova Scotia. I’ve demanded the right to ‘edit’ any
future missives relating to my person.
The highlands of western Scotland offer scenery and solitude that’s hard to match. At this time of
year the heather is but a dark growth over the land, but the yellow gorse is prolific. Foxglove, lupin
and iris are growing wild.

Staying on the coast in the very north of Scotland with nothing between here and Canada but the
Atlantic Ocean, has a hint of déjà vu in reverse. We had the same thought six weeks ago as the wind
off the ocean buffeted us in our lonely little lodge at Charlos Cove in Nova Scotia. The seafood on
offer is the same too. We had scallops straight from the ocean floor in both places – in one place with
Pernod; in the other with garlic.
An Exposé to Nature – A New Experience for Me
Scotland is all about seeing puffins in their natural habitat – on wind-swept Handa Island off the west
coast.
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An old aunt once advised me that talking about the weather is an indication of one having nothing
better to discuss. I’m ignoring her! The weather has dogged us for two months of this trip already,
and it’s no better in Scotland.
“Yesterday was such a lovely day,” says the recently sunburned ferry driver on
the little metal open boat we huddle in across to Handa Island to see the puffins.
“It’s been lovely here a week past Thursday,” says the aproned maid showing us
to our rooms on Little Loch Broom.
“You should have been here in the spring,” says the gardener tending his still
blooming rhododendrons at the Inverewe Gardens.
“Look, a shadow! Quick! Where’s the camera?” says David on odd occasions
when a ray of sunlight steals through the usual grey and drizzle!
Finding the port for the ferry to Handa Island is fun. Each town on the map is smaller than the last.
And when we finally turn off towards the sea, it’s not much more than a goat track across total
desolation, for three miles. We arrive at the one-house town with a seaweed-strewn, slippery
concrete ramp down to a tin boat billed as a ferry.

Heading out to sea rugged up with scarf, we make a beach landing on the island that is a Scottish
Wildlife Trust nature reserve. The island is composed by red sandstone and surrounded by cliffs
covered with birds. A six-kilometre walk gives us one of the highlights of the whole trip – seeing the
puffins in their natural habitat. These are terrific little Disneyesque, orange beaked and orange-footed
creatures. As would happen, the battery in my fancy little Canon goes dead right at that spot, but
fortunately David has his cheapie camera, and it takes wonderful pictures. There are millions of sea
birds nesting on the cliffs. The site and sight is quite spectacular.
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The Isle of Skye
A couple of days later and another winding desolate single-lane road on the Isle of Skye, we take to
the boats again – this time to the heart of the Skye Cuillin mountains to see the seals - another natural
spectacle with dozens of seals doing a Scottish version of “sunning” themselves on the rocks with
their days-old pups suckling beside them.

I have to repeat a photo of these cute little birds – the puffins

Taking off again by boat across Scotland’s most remote Loch Coruisk in search of seals

The sky could not have turned greyer unless it was the end of the world. But that doesn’t stop us
taking off on foot in the wind, mush and moss to see what’s billed as Scotland’s most remote loch,
Loch Coruisk. Fortunately, glimmers of sun light the spectacle from time to time. David is
responsible for introducing all this ‘nature’ touring into our itinerary and opening my eyes to an
aspect of travel that I’d never contemplate on my own (or with Eddy!). The log fire back at Kinloch
Lodge is more than welcoming.

Michael rejoicing in a rare moment of sunshine on the Isle of Skye

Kinloch Lodge on the Isle of Skye
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Surprise on my way home to Sydney after three months away
After thirty-six hours stopover in Hong Kong, (now China!) on the way home, I finally board the bus
to the plane in pelting rain, and quickly climb the stairs, find my seat, and start packing my carry-on
in the overhead bins; I turn around to acknowledge a familiar voice. “Welcome back from the world,
Mr Musgrave!” It’s John Thompson, who arranged to fly back to Sydney from a business meeting in
Thailand via Hong Kong to surprise me on my final leg.
After some champagne and caviar, and a great dinner together (courtesy of Cathay Pacific), I settle
down to read all about that ‘fish and chip shop owner come politician’, Pauline Hanson in the
Australian magazines that John had brought for me. Landing in Sydney I’m greeted by clear skies
and winter sunshine; I can’t believe it’s not summer after all the rain and cold I’ve been through for
the past three months. Victor has raised himself from his sleep to meet us at an un-Godly hour.
It’s morning. I’m rested, even though every time the phone rings the computer switches itself on. I
don’t know what my computer teacher, Peter Hull did with the wiring while I was away, but he’ll
just have to come back before the ringing phone decides to dim the lights or flush the toilet.
Michael Musgrave
Sydney, 30th June 1998

This and other Retrospectives can be found in the M chronicles on www.mmusg.com

I can’t help but add another photo of the cute little puffins - captured on David’s cheapie camera!
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David and Michael return to the comfort of the log fire at Kinloch Lodge

Blue poppies in the Inverewe National
Trust of Scotland Gardens

Isle of Skye
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